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INTRODUCTION
Holism
According to the Explanatory Dictionary, holism” is a concept
which refers to the fact that the whole cannot be reduced to the
sum of its parts and there actually is an integrating factor of the
world, an immaterial and unknowable principle, so says modern
science. In other words, holism states that there is a binder
interconnecting everything in the Universe and this basis for
everything that manifests is not manifested (immaterial), it is the
only one capable of consciousness, the only one apt to establish
equilibrium in the Universe. Therefore, this point of view
implies the existence of an unseen basis that can explain every
manifestation of the Universe, namely a Divine Consciousness.
Maybe the most apparent and the easiest way to understand
this concept is the medical field. Yet this point of view is part
of everything we experience and we are certain that, once
accepted, it will create the possibility for any human being to
be able to see these holistic implications and correlations in any
field, and thus be able to attain their preordained condition; that
of HUMAN BEING.
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Allopathic medicine is founded on the premises that the human
system is pure, microbe and virus free, and when the human
being comes into contact with an outside contamination source,
the pathogens enter the body. Allopathic medicine counteracts
these aggressions by using several chemical substances
(poisons) that kill the aggressors. In other words, if a symptom
appears in one part of the body, allopathic medicine sees it as
chemical modification that needs to be adequately treated with
medicines in order to annihilate the effects. If a patient has a
headache, for example, the doctor prescribes an anti-neuralgic;
the same medicine is prescribed to every patient experiencing
a headache. If an infection occurs, the doctor prescribes an
antibiotic drug. Clearly, headaches can have different causes in
different patients (catching a cold, feeling hungry, an infection
in the body, bile calculus etc.). The treatment is the same. We are
so used to this allopathic system that when one sees a doctor
one only talks about effects: I have a terrible headache or I have
a fever! But these are not diseases! If you say I have a sore throat
or I have a fever, the doctor will prescribe an antibiotic without
thinking twice!
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Real poisons for the human body
A statistic research conducted on people with very serious
diseases – such as cancer, AIDS, Alzheimer, syphilis – who died
because of this, revealed a strange aspect: all of the patients
had had a long history of increasingly more severe diseases
for which they had been treated allopathically. For example,
one patient had had a simple yeast infection and received an
allopathic treatment. Later, he developed trichomoniasis which
was treated the same way. Then he had herpes, papilloma
– also treated allopathically – and, in the end, syphilis or prostate
cancer. All is proof that this approach does not solve the problem
but rather moves it to a more complex level, much more difficult
to treat. This is the reason why all allopathic medicines have side
effects, even the most common ones, such as aspirin, while the
most powerful ones are actually poisonous. To say nothing of
vaccines, which cause real hurricanes, destructive to the human
system. Let us take cytostatics as an example, the so-called
chemotherapy used in the allopathic treatment of cancer.
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All oncologists who have prescribed cytostatics know that they
are very powerful poisons (some were even used as poison gas
during wars). They are in no way a remedy but a biologically
selective poison, killing cells with a high reproduction rate,
therefore killing cancer cells, but also other cells, such as nail and
hair cells, and mainly white cells, the guardians of the physical
body, that have an extremely high reproduction rate. This is
why, before prescribing a dose of cytostatics, the doctor first
performs a leucograma, because otherwise he runs the risk of
his patient dying very fast. Any allopathic doctor knows that a
patient undergoing chemotherapy engages on a sure road to
death. No patient can bear more than 20 complete doses of
cytostatics. All the doctor can say under such circumstances is
that the patient will surely die in two years’ time (leucocytes have
a reconstruction rate of three weeks, while doses of cytostatics
are given about once a month). On the other hand, many
patients refused the chemotherapy and lived for over 20 years
with a tumor in their body – in other words, one can expect to
live longer refusing chemotherapy.
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What most of us do not know...
What few people know is the financial side behind all these
drugs. A dose of cytostatics costs almost 1 000 dollars, but the
patient is not aware of this because health insurance pays for it.
Consider that, in Europe alone, three million people who have
completed chemotherapy die every year. Then think about the
huge financial interest behind this whole drug industry, the
second most profitable in the world after the weapon industry.
The truth is, modern medicine has become an excellent business
with huge returns and doctors are now dealers for the big
pharmaceutical companies.
Therefore, allopathic medicine does not aim to cure anything
even if it could – which it can’t. One of the main branches in
contemporary medicine is pathology – the study of disease.
Nobody talks about health and wellness, all they talk about is
the study of disease. Yet, when you want to become a millionaire
you do shouldn’t study the poor but find out what those who
managed to become millionaires have done. The same applies
when your goal is to be a champion: you must study real
champions. In other words, allopathic medicine is not about
health but rather about patching up.
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The drugs used by allopathic medicine can be classified into
seven big categories. The World Health Organization (WHO)
issued the following declaration: “As there are only seven classes
of drugs, 200 types of remedies could encompass the entire
range of effects and would be enough to treat all diseases”. With
over 10 000 specialties in each country, member of the European
Union, it’s as if we were using a nuclear bomb to kill a fly.
Allopathic medicine has become what it is today, as a result
of the different classes of drugs that have been developed
by the pharmaceutical industry over the last 50 years. These
seven classes, which represent the top instruments allopathic
medicine has in fighting a large number of diseases, are its
pride and joy, the reason for its existence. Without these drugs,
allopathic medicine would have succumbed to less aggressive
medical care systems a long time ago. For this it has to thank
the pharmaceutical laboratories, without which there wouldn’t
be allopathic medicine today. There is a strong interdependence
between allopathic doctors and the magnates of the
pharmaceutical industry – the former could not live without the
latter and vice versa.
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Here are the seven classes of drugs:
1) antibiotics;
2) anti-inflammatories and analgesics;
3) antihypertensives;
4) hypocholesterolemics;
5) antidepressants and tranquilizers;
6) anticarcinogens;
7) vaccines (bringing antigens into the body).
As you can see, all these drugs are “anti” something. Nothing is
“pro”; except for tranquilizers, there is no drug to aim for health.
They represent a practical application of Pasteur’s irrational
theory. Instead of striving to preserve man’s physical and
mental integrity by using natural means and prescribing trace
elements, vitamins, minerals etc., recommending a balanced
diet and advising a healthy lifestyle, allopathic medicine causes
imbalances, forcing you to turn to allopathic doctors to prescribe
one of the drugs out of the six classes mentioned above (six, as
vaccines are prescribed for prevention).
When a disease occurs, it means an intruder has entered the
body and this intruder must be hunted down. It sounds more
like magic than real medical science. The allopathic doctor may
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very well be seen as an exorcist who, in order to drive evil out
of a person, uses weird formulas and extremely aggressive
techniques: powerful drugs, chemotherapy, radical surgical
interventions and so on. Wanting to destroy evil they end up
killing the patient.
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Have faith –
not in prescription drugs, but in the vital force
A holistic approach, on the other hand, is completely different.
Holistic medicine is not about doctors and drugs. Holistic
medicine postulates that in each and every patient there is a
harmonizing intelligence (vital force) and this intelligence is the
only one capable of knowing the cause of the illness, how long it
will take to cure it, and in what way exactly the human body will
regain balance. All a doctor can do is to recognize the symptoms
of awakening this vital force while the remedies he prescribes
are not to fight any effects but to amplify this force and reinstall
health.
Once awoken, the vital force discharges the garbage (the illness)
outside of the body and all the subject has to do is be patient
and act in the same direction as the force. A mental disorder
treated this way can manifest itself by symptoms in the lungs
(for example, a case of autism treated allopathically can at first
manifest itself as chronic bronchitis or severe asthma). If the
patient treats the effects manifested in the lungs (in holistic
terminology, this blocking of effects is called suppression), the
disease can reappear at the mental level.
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We must keep in mind that holism, compared to other
approaches, is based on that immaterial and unknowable
principle which, scientifically speaking (from modern science’s
point of view) is a purely subjective aspect. This approach also
requires great courage, especially when considered modern
materialistic thinking.
As a matter of fact, one needs to have faith in this force’s inherent
intelligence. The truth is, the human mind is only able to control
a limited number of processes, while many other processes
escape our conscious mind. For example, who consciously
thinks about digestion taking place (besides while reading this
phrase)? Or who is conscious of the way oxygen diffuses into the
bloodstream from the lungs? All these processes are controlled
by this vital force in a perfect way. Diseases occur when we do
not allow this force to work properly but act against it.
This holistic approach asks for a transformation similar to
launching into the void, since its fundamental principle is a
purely subjective one – the force residing in each of us, a force
that sustains us and always tries to recover our balance by any
means.
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We think we do and achieve great things, but actually it is this
force that does it all, this force we are not even aware of. All we
have to do is be humble enough to recognize its merits and let
go of the control so it can act freely – this is real courage.
All great discoveries of mankind have been made due to this
force. Mendeleev discovered the periodic table during a dream.
Einstein discovered the theory of relativity daydreaming what
it would be like to fly riding a beam of light. Edison said all his
ideas came to him while in a state of light sleep. Tesla used to fall
into reveries during which he envisioned all his discoveries. And
the list goes on. The truth is all these discoveries were made by
people who had the courage to unleash this force.
This force’s intention is to make us conscious, but only if we allow
it. We should understand that spirituality, as a whole, is based on
perceiving and being aware of this force.
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Health is closely
connected to spiritual evolution
As a matter of fact, we have emphasized the holistic approach
on health exactly because of its close connection to spirituality.
But what is spirituality? What does being spiritual mean? (We
ask this because health is strongly connected with the level
of spiritual evolution; if all people understood that, mankind
would take a huge step towards peace and harmony.)
If we were to judge things according to Christian thinking (all
genuine traditions have the same ultimate aim), John’s Gospel
begins with the following: “In the beginning was the Word, and
the Word was with God, and the Word was God”. Therefore,
in the beginning there was nothing but the word, that is
God, and from God (this Unique Principle) all manifestation
came into being, because there was nothing but God. That
means all manifestation is actually God manifested, the entire
Universe being the celestial body of God. Thus God is not only
a non manifested aspect, somewhere in the outside world,
but everything manifested; matter is God too, as nothing but
God existed in the beginning and nothing else exists now. All a
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human being has to do in order to be spiritual is be aware of this
permanent presence of God.
For a holistic approach we have to state our goal properly,
because our subconscious mind will lead us towards fulfilling
that goal. A holistic approach is monistic, because there exists
nothing but God. In fact, all authentic holistic medicines are also
called UNICIST. This is really the greatest difference between
allopathy and holism: allopathy asserts the will and knowledge
egotistically and arbitrarily from the outside – the doctor
knows best and prescribes a chemical to annihilate the existing
disorder; holism states that any disturbance in the being is an
effort of the “vital force” (Unique Principle) to reestablish balance.
All the doctor has to do is observe the direction this “vital force”
is leading towards and stimulate the system to follow that
direction, as that is the right way towards balance and health.
In other words, holism is a “medicine” that believes and has faith
in this Unique Principle (God), while allopathy does not even
think about it.
The Austrian mystic Jakob Lorber (1800 – 1864), nicknamed “the
scribe of God”, wrote over 25 books by listening to his inner voice,
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a work of which scientists say it exceeds the possibilities of the
human mind. Lorber stated that all he wrote had been dictated
by Jesus. When he was 40, he heard an inner voice telling him:
“Take up your pen and write!”. That was the voice of Jesus and
everything Lorber wrote is advice Jesus gave to his readers. It is
relevant how Lorber regards healing and health:
“Unfortunately, many patients are dying nowadays because of
allopathic drugs, which cure an evil but replace it with a dozen
other evils inside the afflicted body. Moreover, the new diseases
become more and more virulent, therefore it is no wonder
that life expectancy is rapidly declining, becoming shorter and
shorter, which can only debilitate the descendants of those who
are now parents. If this material decline goes on, it will lead to
the total destruction of mankind. Therefore, out of compassion,
I chose to enlighten a few people who created other means of
healing, means that do not destroy the material body but rather
act upon the soul. Thus, by awakening the power of the soul,
these remedies can restore balance in the physical system.
This healing method is called homeopathy (homeopathy is a
holistic medicine – editor’s note) or, as I like to call it, ‘the art of
healing with the soul’. This time the one who performs healing
is the soul, activated by means of several infinitesimal agents
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that would be toxic if used in big doses. How can this happen?
Simply, as in My nature there is nothing harmful”.
All the research we conduct and all the devices we create, aim
at this holistic integration and intent to develop and amplify this
force holism calls vital force. They are meant to awaken and
stimulate this force and, somehow, the fact that they restore
balance and perform healing comes as a natural consequence. All
the instruments we devise amplify the natural tendencies of this
vital force. Every indication regarding the healing effects comes
from practice, from the experience of those who have used
them. We do not say a certain device cures this or that disease,
all we aim for is awakening the vital force. The effects produced
depend largely on the mindset of the user. The fact is when
this vital force awakens the effects are nothing but beneficial.
For one thing, our devices produce a spiritual awakening in the
persons using them and, by all means, the active principles of
the healing effects are not physical, but spiritual influences.
Furthermore, these devices agree with any other kind of
treatment (including allopathy – although allopathy can block
the manifestation of many positive effects) and can be used
together with any type of cure.
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The effects of our devices are very much amplified if the user
leads a healthy lifestyle and practices rightful thinking. You can
access our site where you will find more information on this
topic.
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VITAL PROTECT
in the context of
the technological revolution
The development of new technologies has led to diseases
unknown to previous generations. With the apparition of
electrical power and electrical devices, our environment has
become filled with a lot of unseen radiations which, in the long
run, generate disastrous effects.
The experiments conducted by the American researcher
Georges Lakhovsky showed that the chromosomes in the
nucleus of every living cell have the shape of a tubular filament
consisting in a dielectric matter, filled with a conductive
substance, and that a chromosome could be compared to an
oscillating circuit equipped with inductance, resistance and
capacitance. In other words, the cells in the human body are in
fact resonators (oscillating circuits) able to electrically vibrate
under the most subtle electromagnetic influences: cosmic,
atmospheric, terrestrial. Nevertheless, in our modern age,
besides these natural waves there are a lot of electromagnetic
radiations which have a disturbing influence upon the human
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body. We are so used to the most common radiation that we
no longer consider them harmful (from the 50 Hz power supply
radiations to the very high frequencies in the microwave range),
but all interfere with the human energy field and disturb the
activity of the living cells.
Concerns regarding the harmful influence these radiations have
on living beings have existed ever since electrical current was first
used. Still, since the effects these radiations have are not visible
at first (they work slowly, but surely), more often than never, due
to financial interests, these systems that are now commonplace
have been promoted, although they have harmful effects on
our wellbeing, health and even on our free will. What is worse
is that, by using these systems, we have given up searching for
solutions that could be harmoniously integrated in our natural
environment without the negative effects.
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How does our immune system react?
For instance, we are so used to the electrical network; we have
wires inside of all the walls in our houses, so that it’s hard to
believe those could have harmful effects on our health and
mind. The experiments conducted in the Marine Laboratory
of Pensacola clearly demonstrated that the memory of the
human being significantly decreases when subjected to 1 Gauss
magnetic radiations (an extremely weak field) and to frequencies
of 45 to 60 Hz. Memory is not only the ability of a person to
recall and reproduce a text, but in a much more profound sense,
memory consists of the deepest layers in a human being and is
also responsible for our physical and mental health. When we
say this we mean the most profound memory, the memory that
scientists say resides in the physical body, and not the conscious
memory which is only one part of this vast memory. There is a
close connection between this memory and our state of health.
This memory is in charge of keeping our cells functioning well,
it maintains our body shape and helps our organism work at its
best.
In the 1970s, Gheorghi Lozanov, a Bulgarian psychologist,
conducted several experiments on curing several diseases
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by self-suggestion. During the curing process, Lozanov was
surprised to see that as the state of health improved, memory
became better and better. That gave him the idea that he could
act directly by improving his patients’ memory using accelerated
learning techniques. He found out patients with cancer or other
critical diseases healed by learning Japanese, German or English.
In Switzerland, they did a remarkable experiment on the harmful
influence electromagnetic radiations have on the human body.
They chose patients with various diseases, mainly imbalances of
various rhythms, and kept them for several weeks in a mountain
region, at a chalet with no electrical current. The lack of electrical
radiation helped all patients recover completely in two weeks’
time. Those results were still in effect, two years after the
experiment.
Research on the harmfulness of extremely high frequency
electromagnetic radiations showed these radiations generate
hyperactivity, aging, stress and disrupt sleep cycles. According to
the Russian biophysicist Khijenkov, the brain loses synchronicity
in a few seconds after an electric field appears or disappears.
In 1973, doctors Z. Gordon and M. Tolgskaia, members of
the Russian Academy of Science, demonstrated that weak
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microwave radiations alter nerve cells in the hypothalamus. After
five months the cells secreting neurotransmitters completely
atrophied. Neurotransmitters are substances generated by the
nervous system which provide the transmission of information
from the sense organs to the central nervous system and are
vital for all living organisms, because without them the brain
lacks stimuli. The organism cannot be deprived of sensory
information as this generates an intense stress and anxiety.
Experiments carried out in Rockefeller laboratories showed
that if you cut a rat’s whiskers, which provide the rat 80% of its
sensory information, the rat will go insane and die in less than
two hours.
Other researchers, such as J. J. Noval, concluded that the
EHF electromagnetic radiations block the production of
neurotransmitters and weaken the activity of the cortex and
immune system.
The American doctor Beeker carried out thorough studies and
concluded that the many artificial electromagnetic fields in
a modern city (radio and TV transmitters, high voltage supply
lines, radiations from household appliances, microwaves,
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TV-sets, computers and so on) generate a kind of electronic
noise which disturbs memory, destroys the immune system
and cause maladies such as cancer or mental affections such as
depression.
According to the studies conducted by Beeker, most subjects
who committed suicide lived in an electromagnetic environment
22% higher than other people. Furthermore, when people are
exposed to powerful electromagnetic fields the production of
norepinephrine (a neurotransmitter) ceases, which then leads
to depression. In areas with intense electromagnetic fields the
number of accidents is 40% higher.
In 1984, Dr. Wendell Winter from Texas University declared that
cancerous tumors develop 600 times faster when the subject is
exposed to a 50 – 60 Hz electromagnetic field (the power supply
frequency).
The influence of the power supply radiations on the behavior
and functioning of the human body is so powerful that in a test
where the subjects were required to choose a musical note, over
95% of the European subjects chose G sharp (about 50 Hz –
power supply frequency in Europe) while most Americans chose
a B (very close to the 60 Hz power supply lines in America).
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It was not until 1964, in Geneva, that the World Health
Organization officially declared that the exposure to EHF
electrical fields could alter cellular, emotional and physiological
behaviour. In addition, WHO concluded: “The results of studies
carried out so far urge us to avoid any useless exposure to
electromagnetic fields”.

VITAL PROTECT amplifies
the brain’s resonant frequency
VITAL PROTECT is built on two principles that increase the
immunity of living organisms to harmful radiations in the
environment.
The first principle refers to an existing resonant frequency
which connects us to the vitalizing and beneficial energies of
the Earth. As we are living on a planet with a certain dimension
of the cavity Earth – ionosphere, there is a resonant frequency
through which we take in the vital energies of the Earth. This
frequency was called Schumann resonance, after the name of
the engineer who measured it for the first time (Winfried Otto
Schumann). We do not know exactly what this frequency really
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is. Scientists claim that Schumann Resonance is the oscillating
rhythm of the magnetic field of the Earth. What we know
for sure is that human beings are programmed to live in this
terrestrial field which in fact determines the biological clock of
the living beings born on Earth. This becomes obvious when we
measure the resonant frequency of the brain, since the brain
has the innate tendency to adhere to Schumann resonance and
reject the disturbing magnetic fields. The studies conducted
by Patrick Flanagan, one of the leading researchers in this field,
revealed that the whole geometry of the human body is built as
submultiples of the Schumann resonance wavelength.
The experiments we have done show that if we place a generator
set on Schumann frequency close to a human being, the brain
becomes immune to harmful radiations in the environment. It is
not about creating a protective shield around the human being,
but simply about enhancing the connection between the subtle
field of the human being and the vital field of the Earth.
Of late there have appeared all sorts of theories that say
Schumann resonance has changed and this frequency is higher
now. This is completely false. All the positive effects we have
mentioned are generated only on this Schumann resonance, of
7.83 Hz. This is the frequency the brain tunes in on instinctively
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and the frequency which offers immunity to disturbing signals
emitted close to a human body.
In the Swan Clinic of Tucson, USA, Dr. Sheldon Deal conducted
an amazing experiment. Several subjects were subjected to a
disturbing electromagnetic field. Significant changes appeared
in their bioelectric signals (EEG, EKG, GSR etc.). Then, without
their knowledge, a generator was introduced, set on Schumann
frequency. In less than two minutes, all parameters being
monitored returned to normal.
This resonant frequency is so important for living organisms that
in its absence disease will occur shortly after. Such was the case
when the first astronauts returned to Earth, they experienced
serious health problems; the NASA researchers decided to put
Schumann generators in all spaceships to create a healthy and
natural electromagnetic environment.
The second principle is a radiating structure which generates a
state of harmony and balance in the entire being. This structure
generates an energetic vortex which balances energies along
the spine and permanently purifies the subtle field of the human
being. The simple presence next to a subject that has this radiant
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structure produces a balancing of one’s vital energies and, as a
result, the organism becomes immune to harmful radiations.
The radiant structure consists of a combination of noble metal
spirals and a crystal network and is used as an antenna to
amplify and transmit the effect of Schumann resonance to the
entire bioelectric field of the human being.
VITAL PROTECT is recommended to all those who live in a city,
in the vicinity of a radio station or a power supply line, to those
who work with computers, cell phones or any kind of electrical
appliances, as well as to every human being who wants to be
healthy, to recover quickly after an illness or simply stay in shape
and take advantage of every opportunity in life.

Effects
VITAL PROTECT protects against electromagnetic pollution,
fights against sleeplessness, traveling sickness, migraines,
muscular cramps and stress.
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The tests done with VITAL PROTECT prove that it induces an
ample state of relaxation and calmness. Experiences on animals
have demonstrated they recover more quickly when they have
such a device in their vicinity.
Studies on different cell cultures revealed many positive effects
and no negative effects. In short; this device blocks potentially
dangerous signals and amplifies the energetic field of the
subject who wears it.
Among the effects of VITAL PROTECT we mention:
• eliminates problems related to jet lag;
• amplifies vitality;
• increases potency;
• fortifies the immune system;
• increases resistance to stress and fatigue;
• increases exercise capacity;
• amplifies attention (events that are not usually grasped are
harmoniously and synergically integrated and the subject
will resonate with the energies of success);
• generates a beneficial frequency at brain level;
• protects against harmful subtle influences (negative
thoughts projected on the subject, black magic and so on);
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• protects against radiations emitted by cell phones, TV
screens, computers, microwave ovens, high voltage power
supply lines, radio transmitters (due to a permanent
connection with the telluric field, human cells are no longer
receptive to harmful radiations);
• protects against geopathic stress (Hartmann radiations,
harmful radiations caused by telluric anomalies etc.);
• increases resistance to phonic pollution;
• protects the vital field of the subject in crowded city
areas or in environments with low subtle fields (hospitals,
graveyards, places where accidents are frequent), houses
with evil resonances.
What is most important is that VITAL PROTECT connects the
human being to the vital energies of the Earth, integrating it in
the universal harmony. This harmonization with the vibration
frequency of our planet generates a rightful behavior in all
situations the human being encounters. By integrating in this
harmony human beings can have respect for all aspects of
creation and are able to fulfill the mission for which they came
into manifestation.
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Advantages offered by our
latest generation VITAL PROTECT

1) It ensures ACTIVE PROTECTION because it emits on the
7.83 Hz Schumann frequency which stimulates the
organism to ignore disturbing signals in the environment.
2) PASSIVE PROTECTION – our new VITAL PROTECT is
built with radionic spiral structures which function as
transmitting antennas for the signal.
3) The operating frequency is very precise, offering real
protection against electromagnetic radiations. This is
made possible by a quartz oscillator in the device.
4) It is omnidirectional, in other words, the internal antenna
system generates protection over a radius of 2.5 to
3 meters.
5) The battery lasts for over nine months.
6) Remarkable reliability – the device was designed to be
used for a lifetime; all the user has to do is replace the
battery when it’s empty.
7) Our new VITAL PROTECT is much more ergonomical and
attractive in shape.
8) The emitted signal is 30% more powerful.
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Utilization
As you can see from the picture, the device is extremely simple.
The current source is a CR2025 or CR2032 battery (a CR2032
battery will last at least 50% longer). The battery can be installed
easily, by pressing the bolt of the tray with your fingernail and
sliding it to the outside. Place the battery in the tray with the
positive part (+) pointed to the back of the device and push back
the tray till it clicks. The device consumes little energy so that the
batteries can be used for more than eight months.

Press the latchkey on the right
side and at the same time
gently pull out the gliding
compartment.
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VITAL PROTECT –
user manual
On the front right side of the device there is a red LED indicator
that blinks at an interval of about ten seconds. The LED is there
just to show that the device is working and the battery is charged.
On startup, the LED blinks three times, after which the device
enters normal operation. The LED will light up shortly every
ten seconds. As long as the battery has a satisfactory energy
level, the LED will light up intermittently. When the energy level
drops to a point when you should replace the battery, the LED
will light up twice every ten seconds. After that you have plenty
of time to replace the battery. If you do not replace the battery
when it reaches a critical point, the device may stop working.
When this happens, the LED will light up three times every ten
seconds. From then on, the device can stop at any moment,
therefore you must replace the battery as soon as possible. The
frequency, form and level of the signal emitted by the device do
not depend on the battery level: they remain constant as long as
the LED lights up. The moment the LED turns off, the device will
have stopped working.
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Even when its electronics is turned off, the device will still
offer protection, due to the radionic system incorporated in its
structure.
In order to obtain maximum effects, the device has to be kept
as close to the body as possible, around your neck, in a pocket,
attached to your belt or can be placed on the table beside you
when you are working on the computer or under the bed when
you are sleeping.
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No adverse effects on the human body have been detected so
far.
Along with the VITAL PROTECT device you will receive a CD
with ten tunes corresponding with the fundamental tones for
every planet in the Solar System, recorded by NASA scientists.
We have modulated the tones on the 7.83 Hz Schumann
frequency, therefore they will be easily assimilated by the
human body and they will amplify the right energies so that you
resonate with that planet.
It is not necessarily music suited for meditation, but by simply
listening to these tones your organism will vibrate on that
specific frequency. These tunes are effective even if the volume
is low and can be used at any time and in any circumstance.
List with tunes on the CD that comes with VITAL PROTECT:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Earth
Sun
Moon
Venus

5)
6)
7)

Mars
Jupiter
Saturn

8) Mercury – Uranus
9) Neptune – Pluto
10) The Universe
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Presentation
The full package for the VITAL PROTECT device contains:
• the VITAL PROTECT device, battery included;
• CD with planetary tunes;
• user manual.
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Testimonials
Mihai A., veterinary, Targoviste I bought VITAL PROTECT
for myself and my wife, after hearing about the effects of
electromagnetic radiation. Anyone should be concerned about the
gravity of its consequences; we both work on the computer on a
daily basis and speak a lot on our mobile phones. They are essential
to work with and have for us. Therefore, we decided to look for a
solution and as such we purchased the VITAL PROTECT device. I had
had troubles with kidney stones for some time. To my great surprise,
after only one week of using this device I started to eliminate the
stones. It was something I hadn’t expected. I got in touch with
Mr. Birgaoanu, who explained to me that VITAL PROTECT has much
more profound effects – and I finally understood why. Your device is
great! I trust it completely!
Sorin B. G., pupil, Iasi My parents have convinced me I need
protection against radiations emitted by mobile phones, because
I cannot live without my cell phone and I talk quite a lot, every day.
I had not told them that I had been experiencing earaches when
talking for longer than ten minutes on my cell phone. They would
probably have taken drastic measures and would have put an end
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to my long conversations with my friends and schoolmates. With
their consent, I started searching the internet and found this device,
VITAL PROTECT. I understood how it worked and I purchased it.
I noticed that after two weeks I no longer had those earaches even
when I talked on my cell phone for more than ten minutes. It felt
great. Nevertheless, what made my parents decide to buy VITAL
PROTECT devices for themselves was the fact that I was sleeping
much better and felt more rested. We are very pleased with the
devices and wear them everywhere we go. Congratulations for
creating this device!
Ovidiu A. B., physician, Ramnicu-Valcea I am a physician and
I know about the perturbations of the human body permanently
exposed to electromagnetic radiations. No matter how hard I try
to avoid them, I realize I am helpless when it comes to such a thing
if I keep living in a city and accepting everything it involves. It is
equally useless trying to find remedies for the symptoms if I do not
come with solutions for what causes them. Therefore, together with
my wife, who is also a physician, we started to obtain information
on possible safety measures against radiations. We tried
several alternatives, but with poor results. On a TV show we saw
Mr. Birgaoanu talking about VITAL PROTECT. We were interested, so
we purchased the device. Nevertheless, both being rather skeptic,
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we bought only one, for my wife. If she felt better after using it, we
would buy another one. However, after about three months, my
wife had nothing concrete to tell. Then, after a tooth extraction,
she experienced no pains at all, although the dentist had told her
to expect such pains. She was astonished. I admit I started to credit
your device for that, still I wasn’t convinced to buy one for myself. My
wife was feeling better and better. I finally decided to purchase one
more device when she told me with amazement: “My rheumatism
is beginning to wear off – I have had no pains lately!”. This is great.
We are looking forward to seeing how MY health will improve.
Thank you and good luck with everything you do!
Cornel B. V., Metrorex employee, Bucharest I have been working
for the underground railway for seven years. I have acquired several
occupational diseases. You cannot avoid them when having such
a job. My hearing had weakened, I was in a permanent state of
fatigue, I had depressions, headaches – and these are just a few of
the health disorders I have experienced over the last seven years of
work. I always thought all this was professional hazard and never
tried to look for solutions. Nevertheless, my wife, after watching
a TV show in which they were talking about VITAL PROTECT,
managed to convince me to try this device. I started wearing it on a
daily basis; at night I place it close to my bed. In two months’ time
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my hearing had become much better and I had become livelier
than I used to be. I kept on wearing the device. Meanwhile, my
wife has bought one for herself. It’s been six months since I started
using it and I can tell you my headaches have completely vanished.
I have experienced significant changes, so I have encouraged my
work mates to follow my example and start using this device for
themselves. As for my wife, she has noticed she has a better night
sleep and no longer feels pain in her eyes when working on the
computer. Congratulations, you have given people something that
really works! Thank you so much!
Adina R., Bucharest During a workshop with the company I work
for, I had taken the device with me and had placed it on a table
nearby. One of the participants, who had felt angry for having
been taken away from his job, had suddenly experienced a serious
headache. He told me about it at our next meeting, seven days later.
He admitted he had been judgemental, angry at me and had sent
out negative thoughts. I told him the device had picked up his Psi
attack and reacted accordingly. He realized why he had had that
headache, asked for my forgiveness and in less than a minute all
his discomfort was gone. Your device has strengthened my immune
system; I haven’t caught any cold and have no longer been sensitive
to viruses.
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Gabriel Valentin N. I bought VITAL PROTECT a month ago and
I could feel its beneficial effects from the very first day I began using
it (even during the very first seconds), I perceived how, through
vibrations, certain regions where I had circulation problems
became energized – my palms, feet – and, to my great surprise,
I experienced balancing on the emotional level (some negative
states disappeared at once or diminished in intensity and length).
Over the next weeks, this emotional protection was relatively
constant. The “numbness” in certain body regions (left foot, left
hip) I had been experiencing for six months, lost in intensity and
amount. Besides, my early morning smoker’s cough diminished!
Even my sleep was a bit better on the first night and, to my surprise,
VITAL PROTECT also acts as an analgesic and performs a local
balancing: when I put it on my chest, as an experiment, I realized
I could breathe more easily in a matter of minutes and my heartbeat
was steady. Staying in bed and watching TV, for example, my left hip
would become numb, but when I put the device on it, the numbness
went away in a few minutes – at first I also perceived cool vibrations
along my leg, on two different occasions. Later I no longer felt them,
but my hip has never become numb when I lie in bed. When placed
on the head, VITAL PROTECT induces calmness and relaxation in a
matter of minutes.
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Dr. Simona C., Radboud University, Netherlands Hello, Eugen!
Your device has reached its destination, at my mother’s. Thank you!
She got it last week and has been using it intensely ever since. She
is forever thankful to you. Whenever she experiences a discomfort
in a region of her body, she places VITAL PROTECT on that spot and
she feels better. She had had burning sensations in her stomach
and treated them with Omeprazol (to diminish acidity). Now she
no longer needs the pills and she feels great. Have a nice evening!
Simona
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Your suggestions and opinions are important to us!
You can help us provide better service
if you share your experiences and tell us what
you’ve noticed since using VITAL PROTECT.
Our e-mail address:
contact@aimgroupshop.com
For further information please call:
+448708200038

The AimGroup team appreciates
your interest and confidence in us. Thank you!

www.technologyforlife.org
support@technologyforlife.org
+448708200038

